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https://indico.cern.ch/event/759388/contributions/3303365/attachments/1814783/2965596/HOW2019_RealTimeAnalysis_ATLAS.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf
https://indico.ph.ed.ac.uk/event/66/contributions/857/attachments/696/851/20200217_Doglioni_ReducedDataFormats_ECHEPAnalysisWorkshop.pdf
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

W. Kalderon - Real-time analysis model in ATLAS, HSF/WLCG/OSG workshop (2019)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/759388/contributions/3303365/attachments/1814783/2965596/HOW2019_RealTimeAnalysis_ATLAS.pdf
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

W. Kalderon - Real-time analysis model in ATLAS, HSF/WLCG/OSG workshop (2019)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/759388/contributions/3303365/attachments/1814783/2965596/HOW2019_RealTimeAnalysis_ATLAS.pdf
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf


Low-mass resonances and dark matter: a simplified picture
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DM complementarity 
(and access to DM mediator 
decays by LHC experiments): 

part of the reason why TLA 
happened in ATLAS

We now know that vector 
and axial vector models are 

very simple / rather 
constrained by direct 

detection…
See e.g. arXiv:1807.02503 

...let the search for scalars 
continue? 

Stefania Gori’s talk yesterday

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02503
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1007936/timetable/?layout=room#105-theory-overview
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf


Even weaker-coupled resonances: motivations
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Current set of dijet resonance searches don’t yet reach 

electroweak-scale couplings

No reason to stop searching now: 

- Many Z’-like models are still viable and motivated 
(see e.g. https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02503 for “evolved DM simplified model Z’s ”)

- If a resonance is found, theories will appear 
(think of what happened for the 750 GeV diphoton excess)

TLA remains a flagship analysis for low-mass Z’s:
- Extremely high statistics → great to test robust solutions

- But luminosity scaling is not fast, and we’re still L1-limited…

?
→ in Run-3, we need to be more creative with triggers/TLA objects & topologies! 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02503
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf


Challenges for current/future TLA
● Physics objects used for TLA need to be identified, reconstructed and calibrated as 

well as possible → what does this mean for analysis models?
● Risk of turning storage limitations into CPU limitations?
● Lack of information may reduce performance / signal discrimination

● Difficult (not impossible) to calibrate ATLAS & CMS physics objects ”in real time”:
● Quasi-online calibration already happens in ATLAS/CMS for certain things (e.g. 

luminosity, beamspot, cells)
● Some calibration steps depend on the presence of rare objects → limited statistics

● MC statistics will never be enough for final analysis
● Forces to think about alternative solutions! 
● Background estimation techniques need to be data-driven & robust against signal

● Your event numbers may overflow as some runs collect more events than MAX_INT 11

C. Doglioni - Reduced data formats & real-time analysis, ECHEP Workshop (2019) 

https://indico.ph.ed.ac.uk/event/66/contributions/857/attachments/696/851/20200217_Doglioni_ReducedDataFormats_ECHEPAnalysisWorkshop.pdf


Conclusions
There is a lot of potential in trigger and non-standard workflows to probe 

uncovered phase space and non-standard signatures - for dark matter and more!

- Trigger Level Analysis: reconstruct objects in real-time to save smaller events

- Di-object resonances - Z’ or dark photons or [insert your favourite model here]

- Partial event building: keep regions with full detector information alongside trigger level analysis

- Dark sector signatures involving jets (& already used for muons)

- Delayed stream: save lower threshold triggers and reconstruct full events during a long shutdown

- Has been used in 2012 for hadronic signatures including resonance searches

Work ongoing to improve on Run-2 results, beyond luminosity gains:

- Better online calibration (benefits entire physics program) for lower pT TLA objects
- More specialized reconstruction algorithms
- More TLA objects in addition to jets
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Backup slides
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A. Boveia - Trigger Level Analysis in ATLAS, CHEP (2019) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474303/attachments/1938074/3212450/20191105-tla.pdf


The usual problem

Who to contact for suggestions on The Best Trigger for you: your group’s trigger liaisons, Trigger menu (W. Kalderon and M. Owen)
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If we don’t trigger on 
new processes (that we 
may or may not know 

about), we can’t 
discover them!

Note: we’re safe if events from these new 
processes are already in one of the 

existing unprescaled inclusive trigger 
streams, but that’s often not the case...

New 
physics?



Trigger Level Analysis & Partial Event building: why?
My analysis is limited by HLT and I have relatively simple objects/backgrounds 
- use TLA, see e.g. Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 081801 (2018)

Nice feature of TLA: helping improve performance of HLT 
objects, which benefits everyone in ATLAS!

Who to contact: your group’s trigger liaisons, Trigger menu (W. Kalderon and M. Owen), code writers (TJ Khoo, R. Bielski, CD, A.Boveia), the TLA team
16

Size of TLA event: < 1% 
= trigger jets only

E. Tolley's talk, March P&P week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/894635/contributions/3792409/attachments/2010549/3359177/TLA_PnPweek_27Mar20.pdf


Trigger Level Analysis & Partial Event building: why?
My analysis is limited by HLT and I have relatively simple objects/backgrounds 
- use TLA, see e.g. Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 081801 (2018)
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My analysis is limited by HLT and I have more 

complicated objects (but not too many)
- use TLA + Partial Event Building to look into region of 
interests and reconstruct complex objects later, while 
keeping a small enough event size

E. Tolley's talk, March P&P week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/894635/contributions/3792409/attachments/2010549/3359177/TLA_PnPweek_27Mar20.pdf


Trigger Level Analysis & Partial Event building: why?
My analysis is limited by HLT and I have relatively simple objects/backgrounds 
- use TLA, see e.g. Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 081801 (2018)

My analysis is limited by HLT and I have more complicated objects (but not too many)
- use TLA + Partial Event Building to look into region of interests 

I have a TLA going and I am sure I’ll discover something 
- use TLA + PEB to keep more raw data behind the objects 

My analysis is limited by HLT but I need the full event 

(and I don’t mind when I get it)
- use delayed stream (see earlier slides)
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E. Tolley's talk, March P&P week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/894635/contributions/3792409/attachments/2010549/3359177/TLA_PnPweek_27Mar20.pdf


When do you need the data reconstructed?

Simplified diagram from 2015 talk: 
Real-time data analysis in ATLAS, CMS 
and LHCb

Note: Apart from small samples for 
testing and calibration, Run-2 TLA 

effectively has been treated as a 
delayed stream and processed in 

bulk at the end of data taking

Real-time = all reconstruction 
is done at the trigger level 

(no going back!)

Partial Event Building

HEP Software Foundation + Institut Pascal 

organized a cross-experiment discussion on PEB - 
gory details are here. 

Who to contact: Trigger menu, W. Kalderon and M. Owen, TLA team for experience
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/395374/contributions/939905/attachments/1185975/1719379/20151113_RealTimeAnalysisLHC-4.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/395374/contributions/939905/attachments/1185975/1719379/20151113_RealTimeAnalysisLHC-4.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pAQWRg00tBQ-Im9ZYEvC5-meZLTMfz_1MKp1dlbLPVE/edit?usp=sharing


Overcoming limitations
L1 to HLT limited by:
- detector readout (prior to L1)
- network bandwidth

HLT to offline storage rate limited by:
- network bandwidth
- storage for written events
- CPU in HLT farm needed to run 
reconstruction of trigger objects
- CPU at Tier-0 needed to run 
prompt reconstruction of events

This is a hard limit: need to have a suitable L1 for any 
alternative workflow

Write less than the whole event:
- Trigger objects only (Trigger Level Analysis, or TLA)
- Customize raw data in regions of interest (PEB)

Keep raw information and reconstruct later at Tier-0
(normally done for full events, a reason for doing PEB) 

Save the RAW data and delay the reconstruction: 
- Delayed stream (can also do with PEB)

Note: coordination needed to avoid “breaking the 
bank” (nothing is completely resource-free!)

Who to contact: Trigger menu, W. Kalderon and M. Owen, TLA team for experience
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